Rural Task Force

Firstly I hope you are all keeping well and staying safe during this testing time for us all. You
will see form the below report that the team have continued to be busy addressing rural and
Wildlife Crime, as business as usual throughout the pandemic.
The ‘Farm Watch WhatsApp’ continues to develop with groups now active across the county
allowing the sharing of information directly between the RTF and the rural community. This
system has already produced some great results with stolen property being recovered to
suspects being arrested. Anyone from within the rural community wishing to join a group
please contact the RTF via the email: rural.task.force@kent.police.uk.
This has clearly been a testing time during lockdown for the team with persons failing to
comply with the Covid-19 legislation. The team has seen a significant increase in OP
Traverse (fish poaching) incidents and anti-social use of off road vehicles. The team have
deployed to these incidents during joint operations with district resources utilising our drone
capability to maximum benefit, to evidence offences and identify those responsible.

Here is a snapshot of the work carried out by the Rural Task Force over the last two months.

Rural Theft
RTF Officers stopped Audi A4 on Canterbury Road, Dunkirk. 3 males located within the
vehicle. There was a strong smell of fuel coming from within so all 3 detained and searched.
Located in the rear of the vehicle were 4 25 litre drums full of diesel. All 3 males arrested
and Audi seized. Premises searches conducted at the home address of the 3 arrested males
and a Ford Transit was located with a number of drums full of diesel in the rear. This vehicle
was also seized.

Theft of motor vehicle from Staplehurst Railway station. Vehicle recovered in Ashford with
chains saws, disc cutters, strimmer’s etc. inside. This property was confirmed stolen and has
subsequently been returned to the owner. Investigation on going.

RTF Officers were driving along Meresborough Road, Rainham when they spotted a Grey
VW Golf coming in opposite direction. Driver identified as wanted for theft of a Trailer in
Boughton Aluph on 17/01/2020. Driver detained and conveyed to custody. Search of the
Golf carried out and located in the vehicle was a Ford Transit key and a V5 for a Ford
Transit. This was suspected to be a cloned vehicle involved in numerous suspicious events

on Farms in Kent. Team attended a location near to where the Golf was stopped and the
Transit located. The vehicle was seized as used in crime and for vehicle examination as true
VIN could not be established.
White Ford Transit Van stopped in Coxheath. There were 3 occupants all well known for
Burglary and Theft. In the rear of van were a number of Stihl Equipment and machinery.
Not able to establish at scene where items had come from. Vehicle seized due to No
Insurance, No Licence and No Tax. Items were seized from the van for identification
purposes. The property was subsequently identified as stolen from the London area and the
3 males have subsequently been arrested.

Following a tracker activation RTF Officers attended a location in the Staplehurst area,
where a stolen Bowser was located (est value £2000). No persons were present on the site.
Bowser recovered.
RTF executed a Theft Act Search Warrant at an address in Seal near to Sevenoaks. The
Warrant was obtained following research undertaken by the RTF. Stolen property from a
Woodyard at Maidstone was located at the address and seized. A male was arrested on
suspicion of theft of these items and taken into Custody.

RTF West Officers attended a wooded area at East Malling and located a Blue Oxdale log
splitter with a value of £3,000. Officers put an appeal out through the Rural Police Twitter
account and Farm Watch. The victim was identified and the property returned.
Information received via Farm Watch of a caravan theft at Adelaide Farm Shop near Deal on
09/03/20. PC Perry reviewed the crime report relating to the theft and discovered CCTV of
the offending vehicle. Due to PC Perry updating the caravan details against a stolen marker
it was seized at Port of Dover on 20/03/20 and CSI tasked to attend and examine.
Investigation on going.

RTF Officers assisted in the pursuit of a stolen Porsche that failed to stop on the M2
travelling towards the coast. It has been stolen from London the morning prior to the
pursuit. The pursuit was called off due to the dangerous speed at which the Porsche was
travelling along the hard shoulder but it was subsequently abandoned after getting a
puncture. Patrols conducted an area search and the driver was located and arrested.

RTF Officers investigated a possible crime series in relation to the theft of Caravans by an
Organised Crime Group in the Swale area. The investigation began through communications
shared on Farm Watch. It resulted in RTF attending a location and recovering two stolen
caravans and a male suspect was located and arrested at a separate location. Investigation
on going.

RTF responded to an ANPR hit on a black Audi A6 reported as stolen. Vehicle located on
M20 between junction 8 and 9. Vehicle reported as stolen from a Finance company as no
payments had been made and vehicle not returned. Vehicle was stopped and driver had
borrowed the car from the person who had originally financed the vehicle. Vehicle seize and
investigation updated.

RTF attended Travellers site to assist another police patrol with a Warrant in relation to
recent information about a stolen cloned Ifor Williams horsebox being purchased by resident
on the site. Trailer located and seized for thorough vehicle examination. A male was
arrested and transported to Canterbury Custody. This Warrant was obtained on the back off
Intelligence obtained by the RTF.

RTF worked with Ashford CPT to locate three suspects involved in the theft of 3 Summer
Houses from Sussex. One of the suspects was located and arrested and his vehicle and
home searched. Items were recovered from the vehicle. Two further locations were
checked on the day but the other two outstanding suspects were not located. Two days
later a further suspect was located and arrested. Enquiries continue to locate the last
outstanding suspect. Sussex Police are building a Case File for this investigation.

RTF made aware through Swale Farm Watch of a Range Rover abandoned at Sheerness
Road, Lower Halstow. RTF attended and identified the vehicle as being on a false
registration plate and the vehicle stolen from the London area. The Range Rover had made
off from Police on the 28th April. Vehicle seized for CSI examination.

RTF Officers conducted a proactive stop of a vehicle in the Ashford area of an Iveco Flat Bed
Truck that was loaded with fence panels and a telegraph pole. Serial number of pole was
recorded and enquiries are being made with UK Power Networks to see if it has been
reported stolen. Vehicle thoroughly checked and occupant details recorded and verified.

Op Galileo/Poaching
RTF notified that 3 males with large dogs looked like they was out hare coursing behind Aldi
Shop on the Isle of Sheppey. RTF attended scene where 4 males and 4 dogs had
disappeared from the marsh and could not be traced. Vehicle linked to the call, a Honda SVR
in grey, was located nearby. Honda had expired Vehicle Tax of October 2019 and was
showing no insurance and on traders policy. Vehicle has been seized due to being
suspected stolen and involved in crime in Surrey.

Report of silver Pickup truck driving in a field at Hubbards Hill, Lenham. Vehicle had caused
damage to a gate and had left prior to RTF arrival. Details taken for a crime report from the
victim and area search no trace.
Report of four males with lurcher type dogs seen on fields Tame Lane, Burmarsh. No
coursing was seen. Males returned to the vehicle, a grey Renault. Males were stopped and
all well known hare coursers. All dogs were on lead and showed no signs of being run.
Driver of Renault was issued with a Vehicle Defect Rectification Form for two tyres below
the legal limit.
A white Ford Transit reported to have been seen parked close to a report of Poaching at
Sheerness Road, Lower Halstow, on 22/03/2020. 6 males and 4 dogs seen on fields. The
Ford Transit was later located being driven on Spade Lane, Upchurch. Two male occupants
were detained and searched under the Poaching Prevention Act. Nothing located. Van also
searched and two catapults and ball bearings located. A deceased rabbit located in rear of
vehicle which were very cold. The males stated that the dead rabbit was found at the
roadside the previous day. In the rear of the vehicle were several children and four dogs,
including one Lurcher. Unable to confirm any poaching offences from this incident, however
it is apparent that those checked are likely to be involved in poaching offences.

Four males with five dogs on land at Thomsett Way, Queenborough. The males were
located by RTF at the scene. All were stop searched under the Poaching Prevention Act. A
rock was located inside a jumper and a catapult was found secreted in a wellie boot. A slip
lead was also seized. Mobile phones were seized as potential evidence. RTF then located a
Subaru Forester parked in Morrison’s Car Park which looked out of place. Checks revealed
that it was insured to one of the stopped males and was seized as Used in Crime and tax
was outstanding since 2017. All 4 males reported for day time poaching.

Report to RTF of Poaching in Progress, Branch Road, Chilham. Attended surrounding fields
following a call about four persons with air weapons in a field shooting into trees. Four
males stopped and searched under the Poaching Prevention Act. The males had three
shotguns with them and enquiries revealed one of the males was the land owner which
transpired he was shooting Pigeons on his land. He was escorted home where his Shotgun
Certificate was checked and found to be in order. All males were also advised regarding
Social Distancing.

Operation Traverse
RTF conducted follow up enquiries in relation to report of illegal fish poaching. The
occupants of a white Ford Transit were seen to park in Mill Place, Ashurst, Tunbridge Wells
and then walk with fishing equipment to the River Medway. No fishing is currently allowed
due to it being the closed season. Enquiries completed in respect of the vehicle that has
been nominated to be stopped through ANPR.
RTF attended a fishing lake owned by Maidstone and Victory Anglers Society located at
Boughton Monchelsea. The lake is currently closed due to Covid 19 and a member of the
club had reported seeing two males fishing their illegally. Two males were located fishing.
They were checked and one of the males was shown as wanted for an Assault. The Team
investigating were contacted and arrangement made for wanted male to attend voluntarily
for interview. Males were removed from scene and giving words on advice reference fishing
and breaching self-isolation requirement

RTF received a call from an owner of a private fishing lake. No persons are allowed at the
lake but he has seen persons walking to the lake having seen then exit a VW Caddy Van. PC
Verrall attended and located two persons with rods in the lake. One of the males was found
in possession of herbal cannabis. Both stopped males reported for summons for Theft of
Fishing Rights plus possession of cannabis for the male found with the herbal cannabis. The
van was shown with no insurance but it was not seized as the owner got insurance at the
scene but he was reported for the offence. Words of advice given regarding contravening
Covid 19 guidelines as neither are from the same household.

Ford Transit index seen Monday 30th March parked at Marshals Lake, Bedgebury Pinetum.
The venue is currently closed due to Covid 19. The owner and insured of the Transit is a
known Fish Poacher and has previously targeted this location for illegal fishing. A male was
located at the lake with a bag of bread. He left when requested. Investigation on-going.

Wildlife
RTF patrolled the area of the Valley of Vision due to an increase in crime activity
there and damage to woodland and wildlife areas by 4x4 vehicles being driven off
road.

Report of dead badgers and foxes dumped in the edge of a field in the Chartham area
adjacent to a sett. The informant was spoken to and the location confirmed. RTF attended
and located the area identified. The sett is active with fresh digging, but no carcasses or
evidence of interference present. The informant was updated and stated that he had not
actually seen the dead animals

RTF Officers investigating theft offence whereby chestnut trees on private land have been
cut down without owner’s permission off Scragged Oak Lane, Detling. It’s believed in
excess of 150 trees have been felled. Officers carried out enquiries at possible location of
the stolen trees. Investigation on-going.
RTF investigating report of Badgers being snared at a farm in the Whitstable area. Officers
attended location and identified who the land is currently managed by. Four snares located
on fencing but no meat located as described by Informant. Investigation on-going in relation
to correct licences or any offences committed.
RTF Officers attended an area near Lydden, Dover, following a report of Badgers Sett
Disturbance, Criminal Damage to a fence and nuisance motorbikes. The information is that
the land owner of the Woodland has been cutting trees down and has destroyed a Badger
Sett and his children are cutting a fence allowing access to MOD land to ride their bikes on.
Officers spoke to the land owner who advised he has been clearing a number of fallen trees
inside the 10 acre land. He states his children do ride motorbikes around it but have not cut
the fence and there is no evidence to support they have. The Woodland was checked and
there are no signs of Badger Setts at the location, so enquiries are in hand with the East
Kent Badger Trust to see if they have a record of any Setts at the location.

Animal Welfare
Dead cat with puncture wound to stomach found dead outside doctor surgery in Leybourne
West Malling. Pet id chip located, and victim found about 5 mins from location. Owner has
not had any problems to think malicious, staff questioned at the surgery regarding any
suspicious behaviour or persons. Possibly caused by another animal.

Livestock
RTF attended livestock attack at a Farm in Penhurst. Two German Shepherds have attacked
sheep, killing two and causing injuries to others. Farmer has caught the dogs himself and
identified the owner. Farmer has stated that he would prefer Dog Owner to compensate him
for the deceased sheep and has estimated this to be within the region of £500. RTF will
interview Dog Owner and then decide appropriate course of action.
RTF investigating a sheep killed at farm by having throat slit and skinned and only carcass
and unborn dead lamb left at the scene. Informant saw a blue Mazda hanging around the
area recently by the farm gates with two females inside. Marker created for the vehicle to be
stopped. A few day after the suspect vehicle failed to stop for a police patrol and a pursuit
entailed. The vehicle was stopped and the occupant subsequently arrested for various
offences including the butchery of the ewe.
The same farmer also reported that a lamb had been stolen a few days prior to the
butchering of the Ewe. RTF were contacted regarding a lamb being reported in a 1 bedroom
flat in the Chatham area. This lamb has been recovered and suspected to have come the
farm where the stolen lamb was reported. Lamb has been returned and theft investigation
on-going in regard to the male from which the lamb recovered.
RTF attended Farm in Westerham area regarding report of livestock worrying on 12th
April. This is the 6th report involving a Husky which belongs to a neighbour. Details taken
from witness and victim and ongoing investigation.

RTF made aware of a Facebook post on 14th April that two Romanian males in a black Audi
seen to chase sheep and lambs around a filed off of A21 Lamberhurst. Challenged by
witnesses who caught then jumping over a hedge and they stated the sheep were chasing
them. Possible linked to road side slaughter which has seen an increase nationally. Vehicle
intelligence supplied by Garda Police and Met Police. Vehicle nominated ANPR and PNC. RTF
in touch with National Wildlife Crime Unit. Investigation on-going.

Heritage
RTF Officers attended an address in the Metropolitan Police area following a report from
English Heritage that a Propeller Blade from a Spitfire Wreck was being advertised for sale
on Ebay. In the late 90’s divers operating near to Goodwin Sands in the English Channel
identified and recovered machinery related to a RAF Supermarine Spitfire aircraft. Enquiries
led to the conclusion that the aircraft was shot down during the Battle of Britain in 1940 and
as such the aircraft remains were classified as a Protected Military Remain site. It is believed
that the divers went and removed parts from the wreckage and sold recovered items to a
dealer in aviation memorabilia. The Ministry of Defence Police will assist with the
investigation

RTF attended Dover Castle following a report that intruders had been caught breaking into
an old war tunnel which runs from the Sea Front up to the Castle. Three males who had
gained access to tunnels just off on Townwall Street, Dover. They have made their way
through the tunnels up to the Castle and damaged a metal gate at the top of the tunnel to
get out. Security caught the 3 males hiding behind the wall with their face covered at when
they were shouted at, they made their way out back though the tunnels. Dover Castle has
had two lots of intruder in the last week possible urban explorers taking advance of the site
being closed.

Op Assist
An Isuzu Forward Dropside Lorry was seen being driven on Heath Road, Boughton
Monchelsea. This vehicle was involved in a large-scale fly tip in Parkwood, Maidstone on the
21st February, but was notified off road with no keeper or insurance. Vehicle was eventually
stopped at Hunton. The driver was a provisional licence holder only and had no insurance to
drive the vehicle. He was issued a Traffic Offence Report for these offences and the vehicle
was seized. Maidstone Council waste crime team have been updated and they will deal with
him for the fly tip offence.
05/03/20. RTF completed an Op Assist at Swale with Local Authority Enforcement Officers.
Numerous vehicles were stopped and addresses of known Fly Tipping Offenders visited with
the following actions completed:Owner of land where Dead Horse dumped served investigation letters
Driver Reported for no vehicle Tax and issued Waste Producer
3 Vehicles seized for No tax
1 Vehicle seized for No insurance or Tax. Traffic Offence Report completed. Issued Waste
Producer.
1 FPN for £400 for Waste carrying offence
1 FPN for £600 for Waste carrying offence

RTF were patrolling A2 near to Faversham when they stopped a Ford Transit pickup full of
waste and metal. Driver is known to RTF and stated that he still does not have Waste
transfer notices or waste carrier licences, Swale Environment Team contacted and with RTF
evidence they are going to report Driver for waste transfer offences.

16/03/20. RTF completed an Op Assist at Maidstone with Local Authority Enforcement
Officers. Numerous vehicles stopped throughout the day and all had waste carriers licences.
Several notices issued for failing to maintain waste transfer notices. One Traffic Offence
Report was issued to the driver of a Silver Ford Focus that initially made off from patrols.
Two nominated Fly Tipping vehicles were located and seized. One has since been identified
as being on a cloned plate and the vehicle was stolen in January 2020. Driver to be arrested
on suspicion of theft of motor vehicle.

Vehicle stop of a Ford Transit on Bluebell Hill Maidstone Bound. This vehicle had been
involved in numerous industrial fly tips in Swale, Maidstone and Medway. Details recorded of
the male driver and passenger. Both males had just been released from custody a few hours
previous following an incident in Medway where it is alleged a victim was threatened with an
axe. Vehicle seized.

RTF Officers spotted a Transit Pickup full of waste. Unfortunately officers were not in a
position to stop the vehicle. However they did suspect the waste on board the vehicle may
be dumped rather that lawful disposed of so later they made local enquires and secured
CCTV of the vehicle with the waste loaded. Through joint enforcement action with Local
Authority RTF received information of a fly tip in a rural location. Bingo – it’s a match and
RTF/Local Authority investigating with intention of seizing vehicle and offender having a day
in Court.

RTF stopped Ford Transit flatbed in May Terrace, Brompton, Chatham, Kent. The vehicle
was heavily laden with household waste. Only occupant of vehicle was the driver. Whilst
talking with him another male appeared and was immediately hostile towards the officers.
The male claimed the Transit was his but he refused to provide any details. He was later
identified. Driver claimed the waste came from various locations and was being taken to
Dartford transfer station. He had no waste transfer notices. Both males linked to recent fly
tipping. Details sent to Maidstone, Medway and Swale Environment teams for enforcement
action.

Community Engagement
Pc’s Perry & Williams attended Medway Rugby Club on behalf of Tac Ops to hand them a
cheque for £500 from the police property fund which was gratefully received.

(pre lockdown)

Other Business
RTF deployed to the Rural areas of Medway and Maidstone regarding off-road Motorbike
Operation with Medway CSU and Maidstone CSU. Numerous calls responded to across the
area with a total of 7 Section 59 Warnings Given, 7 Intelligence Reports submitted, 1 Crime
Report submitted for Damage to Crop and the drone was launched on 5 occasions.

Silver Ford Mondeo stopped A2. Vehicle was showing NO TAX.
Male Driver claimed to have only been in the country for 1 month and further claimed to
have a Romanian Licence but he was unable to produce this. Enquires by the officer at the
scene showed that male had been living in Kent since at least April 2019.
Vehicle seized and Traffic Offence Report completed.

White Fiat Ducato Tipper, stopped after being seen along the A2 towards Rainham. Driver
spoken too regarding waste located in the rear of the vehicle. Waste Carriers licence
produced as where transfer documents, however a wooden handled Machete was seen in
the passengers footwell. The Machete was in a wooden sheath, Section.1 PACE search
conducted and an air weapon was also located. Both items had been taken from a house
clearance, the male was advised accordingly and agreed to have both items over for
destruction

Arrest Task received in relation to a high risk celebrity stalking investigation in the London
area. The suspect was unknown and all the information we had was a photo and cell site
which placed him in rural parts of East Kent particularly in the areas of Reculver and
Preston. Using local contacts in those rural areas Pc Perry was able to identify the suspect
and his vehicle and subsequently his location. Pc Perry met with the Meet Police Detectives
who were already in Kent trying to locate the male who then arrested him on suspicion of
Stalking.
RTF Officers travelling along London Road, Dunkirk saw 3 vehicles in convoy. First vehicle
shown with No Insurance on PNC all 3 vehicles stopped, a Vauxhall Zafira, a Peugeot 307
and Ford galaxy. All 3 vehicles seized No Insurance and No Driving licence. Traffic Offence
Report for each driver completed
RTF attended Branch Road, Chilham following report of a male in the park firing a cross bow
at a traffic cone. A Firearm Unit also attended location and after period of time male
arrested and conveyed to custody. RTF then completed witness statements & crime reports
for the offence
RTF attended an address at Wrotham and arrested a wanted female on a Fail to Attend
warrant. When arrested female became aggressive and resisted officers. She was
handcuffed and conveyed to Custody.
Vehicle stopped in Margate, driver admitted to having only a provisional driving license with
his passenger also only being a provisional license holder and also admitted to no insurance
for the vehicle. Traffic Offence Report issued for No Insurance and Driving otherwise than in
accordance with a driving license. Vehicle seized

RTF Officers stopped a vehicle that was activating ANPR cameras where the driver was
suspected to be involved in a murder enquiry. Vehicle was located by RTF and was stopped
in the Ashford area and the driver arrested by RTF Officer on suspicion of Murder.

RTF were tasked to locate and arrest a male in the Ashford area. The suspect has sexually
assaulted a vulnerable female who was passed out on a bench. New address located in
Ashford for suspect who was also outstanding for a failing to appear warrant.

Pro-active stop of vehicle in West Kingsdown leading to an arrest of the driver on suspicion
of being concerned in the supply of drugs. Vehicle stopped and located in the rear was
cannabis and waste products consistent with a cannabis cultivation have been dismantled

Report from Royal Cinque Ports Golf Club reference a suspect doing doughnuts and causing
damage. RTF linked in with local PCSO and identified likely male responsible who is a
regular problem. RTF will try and locate the suspect and vehicle.

RTF patrol spotted an orange KTM motorcycle on the High Street, Eastry. The motorcycle
was ridden up a footpath and was similar to one that had been stolen a few days earlier. An
area search located the vehicle in St Marys Close. Checks showed this was not the stolen
vehicle. A male approached whilst checks were being made, and admitted the vehicle was
his and he had been riding it. Male was disqualified until 23/04/20. Roadside interview
conducted and vehicle seized.

The funeral of young male who recently died of heart attack was being held in Sittingbourne.
Approx 40 to 50 males on motorcycles (many illegal off roaders) arrived outside the Home
Address of the deceased. The riders began speeding up and down Tonge Road, pulling
wheelies. One motorcycle collided with a 17 year old male, who was part of the funeral and
watching the motorcycles. As a result of the collision the victim suffered life threatening injures
and required to be airlifted to Kings Hospital. The offending motorcycle made off.
A local patrol located a second motorcycle, linked to the procession, but it failed to stop for
Police Officers. After a short pursuit it crashed into a garden wall in Bradley Drive,
Sittingbourne.
RTF assisted with scene preservation of the crashed motorbike. Whilst at the scene they
received information identifying the rider of the bike that had collided with the pedestrian.
RTF Officers then conducted an area search to locate this named male.
The Police Helicopter then located two riders on Swale Way. The riders were trying to evade
officers riding off road across the land to the rear of Kemsley Paper Mill. RTF stood down from
the scene were able to assist in the containment of the two suspect riders. They were
eventually located and stopped at the rear of Kemsley Paper Mill and both arrested by PC
Verrall for dangerous riding and the bikes seized by PC Williams seized for identification
purposes and traffic offences.

Vehicle seizure of Mercedes Vito on Thanet Way for Provisional Licence holder and No
Insurance. Driver also advised around COVID 19 as his home address is in Essex.

A Victim has put an appeal on Facebook regarding his stolen trees and has been contacted
by someone stating that he believes he has located the stolen tress. They sent a photo to
the victim and he has confirmed that due to when they were planted and the size and shape
they are the tress stolen from his farm. The Victim contacted the RTF in relation to the
location of the tree and has attend himself and confirmed that they belong to him. RTF
Officers attended and spoke to occupier of the address. He stated he purchased the trees
last week off males who have previously visited his property which he is currently renovating
and collected scrap. He was only able to over basis descriptions and that they turned up in a
transit van and that he paid £30 per tree. The Trees have been collected by RTF and
returned to the Victim.

RTF West Officers stopped a white Ford Transit in the High Street at Sandhurst after it sped
off from patrols. The vehicle eventually stopped on Hastings Road. Further checks on the
driver revealed he was a Disqualified Driver so he was reported for the offence and a Traffic
Offence Report completed.
A RTF East Officer responded to a report of nuisance motorbikes off Tyler Hill. A male was
stopped on his bike. He was seen riding his off Road bike in the woods by PC Sutton. The
male was escorted back to his vehicle and was issued with a section 59 warning and advice
about a COVID 19 breach. The information was passed to the local policing team for them
to continue monitoring.
A silver VW Golf was seen travelling in the opposite direction on High Street. Headcorn with
two males in it. It was initially lost on turning around and then located on the High Street
parked by the junction with Green Way/Goddards Close. Only the driver was in the vehicle
who identified himself. He stated that the other male was called Kevin and had run off into
Goddards but he didn't know why. A male then appeared from Goddards and was
confirmed as the passenger. He claimed that he had dropped of a paint tray to a female but
didn't know what number. Both males and the vehicle were searched under the misuse of
drugs act. Nothing was located and it is believed that the male that had run off had
disposed/delivered a package of drugs when he ran off. Driver has no licence and was
uninsured and the vehicle was seized.

On the 18th April a number of off road bikes and 4x4's were witnessed driving illegally on
Rushenden Marshes, Queenborough. One of the vehicles involved was a blue Land Rover
Discovery. Enquiries were made with the RO/Insured who lives in the East Malling area. He
confirmed he was driving on the Marshes but did not realise they were private. He has been
issued with a Section 59 Warning and if found repeating his off road driving antics will have
his vehicle seized and be reported for any offences.
RTF Officers engaged with an Operation to tackle nuisance vehicles in the West and North of
the County stopped a BMW for bad driving. The driver failed a road side breath test and was
arrested. He subsequently failed the Police Station Procedure and has been charged with
Drink Driving Offence.

Vehicle stopped near to Faversham and was seized for no insurance. The vehicle was UK
registered car on Romanian plates. Checked completed that confirmed not insured in Europe
on the foreign plate.

PC Sutton attended Tyler Hill at Canterbury following reports of off road bikes causing a
nuisance in the area and riding in the woodland. On arrival he heard the motorbikes and
through patrol managed to locate two and stop them. Bikes were throughly checked and
Section 59 Warnings were issued to both riders who were also formally warned reference
breaching Covid 19 travel restrictions and told to go home.

Kind regards, Darren Walshaw
07870 252185 or darren.walshaw@kent.police.uk
Follow the team on Twitter @ Kent Police Rural
Team Email : rural.task.force@kent.police.uk

